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Using Citation Collection to Encourage IR Deposits:
The Celebration Point Method

Leila Sterman, Montana State University
@calamityleila

The problem

https://www.flickr.com/photos/teflon/

At the University level
Metric D.1.2: By 2019, national and international recognition of
MSU faculty will improve as measured through accomplishments
such as national awards, peer-reviewed publications, invited
presentations, journal citations, fellowships, editorial positions,
technology transfer activities, visiting appointments, scholars
visiting MSU, occurrence of scholarly conferences on the MSU
campus, membership on governmental policy committees, review
panels, museum-level exhibitions, creative work that engages
audiences at leading venues and placement of doctoral students.
Technical note: These data will need to be collected annually either by a departmental
survey or in a faculty activity reporting system.

Goal
To capture and celebrate the research
output of Montana State University for
multiple uses.

Celebration Point
Pain Point: A business term that refers to the
points in service where customers feel “pain”
due to problems or inefficiencies.

RSS Feeds

“How

is this information collected?”

This collection of Montana State authored
publications is collected by the Library. They use
a number of resources to pull together as
complete a list as possible and understand that
there may be publications that are missed. If
you note the omission of a current publication or
want to know more about the collection and
display of this information email Leila Sterman
(leila.sterman@montana.edu ).

Dear [Author's name here]:
Congratulations, from Montana State University Library, on your publication of "Article Title"
in Journal Title. We value the work that you are doing!

We would like to make a copy of your paper openly available in ScholarWorks, our
institutional repository (scholarworks.montana.edu). More information can be found at
lib.montana.edu/services/publication.
We have assessed your paper and found that the publisher-generated PDF/published
journal article is allowed for submission to ScholarWorks. Do we have permission to archive
that copy of your article in ScholarWorks? Definitions of versions can be found here.
Thank you for working with us on this important project.

Best,
Leila Sterman - Scholarly Communication Librarian
leila.sterman@montana.edu
994-4519

Sara Mannheimer - Data Management Librarian
sara.mannheimer@montana.edu
994-3361
Heather Martelle - Repository Manager
heather.martelle@montana.edu

The project is well received and IR
deposit has increased.

This is a sheer work of art — it says so much
more than just the list of publications. It relays
information on individual faculty, the
university and the innovation.
- VP Research

The Future

• Podcasting
• Continued improvements of the
tool
• Collection of Music, Art, Film
materials
• ???

Resources
MSU’s code for the application
https://github.com/msulibrary/msu-research-citations
JISC Publications Router
https://pubrouter.jisc.ac.uk/
Our public facing site
http://arc.lib.montana.edu/msu-researchcitations/index.php

Thank you.

Questions?

